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Dear Colleague:

It happened again — another major theoretical chemistry conference features an all-male program. One of us began boycotting such conferences 14 years ago and can't believe that 14 years later we are still seeing such overt discrimination. This time it is the 15th International Congress of Quantum Chemistry (ICQC; http://www.icqc2015.org), conducted under the auspices of International Academy of Quantum Molecular Science (http://www.iqcms.org), which will be held in Beijing, China. As of 02/15/2014, the program features 24 invited speakers and 5 chairs and honorary chairs and does not include a single woman.

Are there no women in theoretical chemistry? Hardly. The Women in Theoretical Chemistry web-directory (http://openshell.usc.edu/wtc) lists more than 300 female scientists holding tenured and tenure track academic positions or equivalent positions in industry and other research establishments pursing research in theoretical and computational chemistry, biochemistry, material science, as well as theoretical molecular/atomic physics and biophysics. Many of these women are far more distinguished than many of the men being invited to speak at these conferences.

Feeling as fed up and frustrated as we do? Add your voice to ours by signing this open letter denouncing this biased practice, which we had hoped would be obsolete long ago (it will take less than a minute).
Why is Faculty diversity valuable?
“The significance of a visible presence of faculty of color and women faculty of all backgrounds is perhaps nowhere more challenged than in science, engineering and other technical fields (STEM), where the lack of domestic diversity is emerging as a national crisis.”

-- Daryl Smith, *Diversity’s Promise for Higher Education*
CHALLENGES

- Structural and institutional barriers
- Accounting for disciplinary differences
- Casting the Net Widely
  and...
Excellence!
Recruitment and Retention

- WiSE Junior Gabilan Chairs
- WiSE Lloyd Armstrong Sr. Chair
- WiSE Contributions to Recruitment Packages
SO HOW DID WE DO?

15 to 35 in the first 6 years of the program

But it still wasn’t enough....
WiSE Support for Facilitating Diversity in Faculty Searches
WISE Support for Facilitating Diversity in Faculty Searches

- **Award**
  - Up to $5,000

- **Guidelines**
  - One application per department per year
  - 2 deadlines
  - Submitted by Department Chairs
SUCCESES

26 awards given
Examples of use:
6 hires as a direct result of grants (Since 2010)
14 Hires in 4 years

43% of USC’s new women in STEM hires were recruited with funds from the new WiSE program
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